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 This memoir narrates the firsthand, chronological views from both the survivor and the principal
caregiver, including their lifestyle before, the day everything transformed, and the first two years of
recovery. Her spouse, thirty-nine-year-aged Brad Marsh, was a successful business owner and
businessman.   tale is intended to aid all traumatic brain injury survivors and caregivers, but
especially younger survivors and caregivers as they shape their own destinies in recovery.At thirty-
six years old, Kelly Marsh was a successful businesswoman with roles at the Cincinnati Museum
Middle and, lately, chief marketing officer at Thomas More University. Kelly and Brad talk about
personal trial-and-mistake insights from their journey, and they challenge some standard medical
wisdom in what is possible. Th ey also give advice to family and friends on the best way to support
their cherished one and each various other, and they off er useful lessons and resources. Useful
and inspirational, the Marshes’ In Love Stroke, they tell their story after Kelly suff ered a stroke
August 30, 2009. This book, compiled by both a young stroke survivor and her hubby/caregiver
(the roles are not separate), is filled up with some great assistance for stroke survivors and
themselves. Despite having taken a full background of Kelly’ — I was fascinated to listen to the facts
from both perspectives, but specifically from Kelly and in her personal words and phrases.s stroke,
and viewing her in clinic on many occasions, I even now didn't know many parts of her tale, and
certainly did not know her inner thoughts and emotions.Brett M.Albert Barnes Voorheis professor
and chair, Division of Neurology and Rehabilitation Medicine, University of Cincinnati Kissela, MD,
MS, 
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 He's today on a objective to progress. And from the various other side is the story from her
husband's perspective. Would recommend this publication for anybody who knows someone that
experienced a stroke. The best book I've read in an exceedingly long time The very best book I've
read in a very long time. We both enjoyed this book My hubby had a stroke and reading is section
of the recovery. great book great book. Highly recommended to anyone attempting to understand
what occurs whenever a stroke fells someone you care about. Certainly the right title as the love
and care given by her husband Well written especially going into detail about how exactly this
stroke happened. Certainly the proper title as the love and treatment given by her husband!!!! This
really lit a fire under his ass. Inspiring! This book was awesome and I highly recommend it.!a couple
deals with a stroke I find medical tales fascinating and this book is pretty clear in what happens to
a stroke victim just because a stroke victim wrote it. The book is also well written and not bogged
down with too much medical info. My partner simply had a stroke which book has helped both
folks see the other side. These 2 people were not going to be defeated by this ordeal and they are
moving along what they discovered. Great reading and so true! She's really something. We both
enjoyed this book. This is a GREAT reserve for anyone going right through the stroke experience
looking for a "where do I go from here" or guidance through the insurance/medical reddish tape. We
saw many similarities and it can help us both see there is lifestyle beyond a stroke. We're able to
compare our existence after stroke with this book. I don't know but I hope that should this happen
to me I will be in a position to pour the will into overcoming it like this girl did. It gave an excellent
insight from the patient which certainly supports understanding my uncle. He had a stroke in Jan
but he's 80 so not sure how very much recovery we are able to realistically expect. This inspiration
for my father in law. I'm from Cincinnati so there's that connnection also. What an incredible story of
recovery and survival What an incredible story of recovery and survival. The reserve itself is an
excellent read. The bonus may be the helpful tips by the end of every chapter. It tells it from the
caregiver and the stroke victim. An amazing publication that gives insight into the inner thoughts of .
An amazing book that gives insight into the inner thoughts of someone who has suffered traumatic
brain injury and their caregiver with natural emotion and humor... Essential read for anyone with
someone you care about who has suffered to greatly help gain perspective on the realities of the
life altering encounter and navigating recovery.
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